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PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT RE. LILLIAN SCOTT TROY
SIDELIGHTS ON EVENTS ABROAD TOLD IN LETTER
…
Discussing sun-light in Kern County, Mr. [Edward E.P.] Troy quoted his sister, Miss
Lillian Scot Troy of Washington, D.C., also a writer, and the owner of a motion
picture theater for many years in London…

Miss Troy has just returned from abroad, and being a newspaper writer for
British, American and Australian syndicates, is particularly well informed on the
trend of conditions in Europe. She says in part:
“I don’t know a thing about the French debt other than that we are supposed to
have cancelled the whole of the war debt—and only ask payment of monies
advanced to France since the war ended. But, as you know, I was in France a long
time [on] this journey, and to be quite truthful must say that I did not see any
rudeness to Americans either in Paris, Nice or anywhere else. The French to
whom I spoke in regard to the debt all seemed to have the idea that the debut
would be paid in full, but rather slowly as France was in such terrible financial
conditions. This was due to the expense of the war in the Riff—it was costing
them enormously. But, about fourt months before I left France I began to notice
that a great deal of subtle propaganda was being spread right in France by British
writers and military men in regard to getting the French to start the active cry to
cancell [sic] all war debts.”
Because Miss Troy gave her theatre for use of the police during the organization
of labor unions, she was deported a few years ago to New York, and she wrote in
the letter just received: Sir Basil Thomson, the man who uhnted [sic haunted] me
in England, also hunted Callalux during the war because Calliauw had tried to
being about peace before Europe was drained of youth and money. Thomson
planted something on him, and Clemenceau swept him into prison and then to
exile for five years. He was liberated while I was there and he had a great
welcome to Paris.
LILLIAN SCOTT TROY transcript, Page 1
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“While I think the French are savage against their enemies and bloody fighters, I
can see that they are now the victims of the British—and they have not the sense
to let the world know. While the British have been pressing the French pretty
hard for a settlement also, they have t the same time been inciting the French
against America, and having trained speakers and lecturers in French going all
over the country preaching for a full cancellation of the war debts—but not of the
German reparations. They play every side.”
Miss Troy concluded: “The [Charles Gates] Dawes plan will ruin Germany inside of
five or six years. It is a cleverly worded box of tricks to steal the valuable and
efficient German railways from the Germans and give them to the Wall Street
international bankers. O got it in English in Berlin and I saw this trick and took it
up with Admiral von Tirpitz [Imperial German Royal Navy, post war leader of the
German National People’s Party] . None of them had seen it, for the language was
very vague. He passed it on to the press, and then gave me his interview for the
American and German press. It was in all the Heart papers. The paragraph which
contained the trap was worded innocently by the wording was so English I
doubted if Dawes could have done it.”

LILLIAN SCOTT TROY transcript, Page 2
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